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Smokey Quartz
Red Jasper
Shungite

I am grounded 
I am safe
I am secure

Patchouli 
CEDAR
Myrrh 

[ROOT CHAKRA] MULADHARA.
Balanced: A balanced root chakra will present as you are feeling safe, secure and in control. 
You will be at ease and free of lower back and extremity pain.

Overactive:  You may find yourself more angry, aggressive or annoyed incessantly. The
smallest trigger is enough to make you go off.  You may even to compensate by needing a sense
authority or wanting to control others. Reporting to a higher up is no go for you.  Similar,
growing more materialistic or greedy is also a sign of an excessive root chakra. Additionally,
being to resist change and overly obsessed with feeling secure are red flags. Often
abandonment as a child will cause you to exhibit signs of an overactive Muladhara.
 
Underactive: When this chakra is not ‘open enough’ you may feel insecure or disconnected with
the outside world. Constant disorganization, fear and nervousness are all characteristics of
a blocked or partially closed root chakra. It may be hard for you to finishing daily tasks
without being tired. Feeling stuck, lethargic or unwelcome in social gatherings are also red
flags. 

Crystal Healing

Sound THERAPY:  
LAM , Key C, 396hz

Affirmations: 

Aromatherapy: 

Homework: Go out and spend time in nature and use this grounding exercise. Find
something you can feel, touch, taste, smell and see and spend a few minutes just
acknowledging the physicality of your human experience. www.smudgedlife.com   | PAGE 1



Honey Calcite
Carnelian
Rainbow Moonstone

I am CREATIVE
I am SENSUAL
I am AWARE OF MY EMOTIONS

SANDALWOOD
ORANGE

[SACRAL CHAKRA] SWADHISTHANA.
Balanced: A balanced sacral chakra means you are not only aware, but in control of your emotions. You
can recognize your triggers and manage your reactions. You can create healthy relationship ties and find
balance in satisfaction without the need to overindulge. For empaths or (emotionally sensitive) you will
be able to regulate external emotional surges and remain intact even when approached with other people
emotional energy.

Overactive:  You may become overly dramatic or highly emotional as well as develop unhealthy mental,
emotional or physical attachment to others.  Personal boundaries will be blurred or nonexistent. You
may exhibit sever mood swings, clinginess, become overly dependent and or develop an overwhelming need
for comfort.  Addiction is also a side effect of overactive sacral activity, especially with food and/or
sex. An overactive sacral chakra can also significantly impact the function of the reproductive organs,
bladder, and lower back. Physical symptoms include: cysts, urinary issues, kidney problems, lower back
pain, gynecological and hormone issues. You may tend to thrive in high intensity situations or drama filled
environments. Almost like you are drawn to anxiety and mania.
 
Underactive:  an underactive sacral chakra can make you feel stiff, unemotional, introverted, and
uninspired. A lack of self-worth may lend to you denying yourself pleasure. You repressed feelings of
guilt or shame keep you from being expressive and leave you feeling sluggish or lazy. That unshakable
fatigue may start to affect your sex drive and the ability to enjoy sex. Constant fatigue also leads to an
inability to enjoy sex.  The inability to be your true self hinders your skills to make true connections. This
is the classic “mask” syndrome. It’s time to take the mask off. 

Crystal Healing

Sound THERAPY:  
VAM, KEY D 417hz

Affirmations: 

Aromatherapy: 

Homework: EXPLORE FEELINGS IN YOUR BODY WITHOUT TRIGGERS. TAKE  your Time and FULLY EXPRESS  your
EMOTIONS IE. HAPPY, SAD, FEARFUL, JOYFUL, LOVE, GRATITUDE, ANGER www.smudgedlife.com   | PAGE 2



CITRINE
YELLOW Jasper
TIGERS EYE

I am IN CONTROL
I am POWERFUL
I am ABLE

LEMONGRASS
GRAPEFRUIT

[SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA] MANIPURA.
Balanced: A well balanced solar plexus chakra can enable one to effectively set out
and achieve his/her goals. Cleaning and opening the Third chakra can make one a
better leader or even stand up for him/herself to create a life one dreams of. In
addition to proper function of stomach, liver, large intestine, pancreas.

Overactive: Judgmental, critical, angry, over-energetic and aggressive personalities
tend to have an overactive Third Chakra. Likewise, a person with a hyperactive Solar
plexus Chakra tends to bully others. S/he has the attitude of ‘I am always right’ and
tends to turn a deaf ear to advice given by other. 
 
Underactive: tend to be diffident, lacking self-confidence or having severe emotional
issues. These are the nervous type of people who tend to seek constant approval of
others and worry about what everyone thinks of them.

Crystal Healing

Sound THERAPY:  
RAM, KEY E, 528 HZ

Affirmations: 

Aromatherapy: 

Homework: Write out positive affirmations and a joy list spend time doing
something that makes you happy even if it is small. Dedicate time for you
every day. 
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ROSE Quartz
CrOCODILE JASPER
UNAKITE

I am LOVE 
I am PEACE
I LEAD WITH COMPASSION

ROSE OIL
GERANIUM OIL

[HEART CHAKRA] ANAHATA.
Balanced: A well balanced heart chakra will make one more compassionate and loving
towards others without expecting anything in return. Likewise, one will start to love
him/herself first and also have immense gratitude in life. A well balanced Fourth Chakra
can also lead to disciplined living, stronger relationships and freedom from depending on
others for peace and happiness.

Overactive:  the individual may feel overwhelmed by emotions. S/he tends to experience
extreme grief, sadness, jealousy, greediness, anger etc without any control over these
feelings. Lack of self discipline, tendency to live one’s life through another’s, and
experiencing difficulty in relationships are a few signs of an overactive heart chakra.

Underactive: individual may feel unloved, cold, distant, and inferior or constantly seeking
out emotional support from relationships. Both overactive and underactive Heart Chakra
can lead to many physical ailments like circulation problems, skin diseases, sleep
problems, heart palpitations, hypertension, immune system dysfunctions, back aches etc.

Crystal Healing

Sound THERAPY:  
YAM, KEY F, 639HZ

Affirmations: 

Aromatherapy: 

Homework: Write a letter of forgiveness and understanding to someone you might have
hurt or vise versa, you are not going to send it but you are going to get out your emotions.
Don’t be surprised if the letter is self-addressed.
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SODALITE
BLUE APATITE
LAPIS LAZULI

I am can express myself 
I am walking in my truth
I am listening 

ChaMomile
mint
tea tree

[THROAT CHAKRA] VISHUDHA.
Balanced: The throat chakra fosters clear, concise communication. You have no issues
being honest regardless of the situation or company you’re in. However, when the
throat chakra becomes too active the complete opposite happens.

Overactive: Speaking rudely, out of turn, or maliciously are common indicators your
fifth chakra needs attention. Looking down on others, you become highly critical of
minute details. The slightest, most innocent comment from someone may strike you as
intentionally rude. You may even speak negatively about yourself, or others, to the
point it borders on verbal abuse.

Underactive: The inability to speak up and express self. Holding in emotion, tuning out
the world, denial of own truth and negative internal chatter. Living inauthentically. 

Crystal Healing

Sound THERAPY:  
HAM, KEY G, 741HZ

Affirmations: 

Aromatherapy: 

Homework:  Say it out loud! Write out your intentions/mantras and voice it!
Create resonance in the body and allow that frequency to fill up your
space. 
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AMETHYST
LABRADORITE
RAINBOW FLOURITE

I am intuitive 
I am  PUPOSEFUL
I am a MASTER MANIFESTOR

Lavender
Jasmine

[THIRD EYE CHAKRA] AJNA.
Balanced: Third Eye is balanced you see everything clearly. You function and make
decisions with a sense of neutrality; meaning you are concerned, but not attached, to
any single outcome. Highly focused, you can make the distinction between reality and
dreams (or imagination).

Overactive:  Overindulging in a fantasy world while losing touch with reality. Being
overly concerned or fearful about occurring visions.  Rose colored glasses complex. 
 
Underactive: Feeling stuck in the daily grind without being able to look beyond your
problems and set a guiding vision for yourself. Not being able to establish a vision for
oneself and realize it. Rejection of everything spiritual or beyond the usual. Not being
able to see the greater picture. Lack of clarity.

Crystal Healing

Sound THERAPY:  
OM, KEY A, 852HZ

Affirmations: 

Aromatherapy: 

Homework:  Pick something you want to manifest in your life and focus on it
during meditation without an expectation of how it will come to you and see
what happens. 
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WHITE HOWLITE
LEPIDOLITE
CLEAR QUARTZ

I am connected
I am divine
I am present

sage
lavender

[CROWN CHAKRA] SAHASRARA.
Balanced: When balance one feels balanced, grounded highly intuitive and connected
to the divine, life has meaning and purpose. 

Overactive:  overactive crown chakra may create feelings of superiority toward
others, and aggression, as well as a tendency to be judgmental and critical of others.
It is not uncommon to be distrustful of others or to feel lost — as though you’re amid
a crisis or have lost your way in life. Over thinking and over analyzing.

Underactive: Stuck in rigid ideals and constructs systematic and overly logical.
Underwhelmed and unable to obtain mental clarity. Dullness, depression and loss of
interest in life. 

Crystal Healing

Sound THERAPY:  
OM, KEY B, Solfeggio 963HZ

Affirmations: 

Aromatherapy: 

Homework: Detox! Take this time to declutter mind, body and spirit to rebuild
the connection. Each day practice a previous assignment and then allow
yourself to reflect on your experience. What has been uncovered from the
subconscious mind? 
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HEALING
OVER
EVERYTHING
USE CODE [SMUDGE10] FOR 10% OFF YOUR NEXT ORDER
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SPOTIFY SCAN FOR FULL CHHAKRA MEDITATIOJN

JOIN THE SMUDGED CLUB 

FOR EVEN MORE HEALING

CHAKRA MEDITATION

SMUDGE KITS AVAILABLE


